
Diverse Libraries

You must be thinking: Are people of 

different ethnicities, genders, orientations 

and accessibility needs represented?

A project by Inviqa - www.inviqa.com

Photo Video Icon Illustration

Are you comfortable choosing your 

images?

Here’s our preferred free video libraries Here’s our preferred diverse illustration libraries

Here’s our preferred diverse icon libraries

Images are warmer with people in it. 

True?

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Do you need people to be shown using 

a device?

Here's the best libraries to search for object/ambience photos
Here's the best library of people 

using a device

Here's the best libraries with a specific 

cultural context


Specific cultural context?

Yes No

Flickr

Free collection of 

images of women 

of colour in tech

We've set up the folder 

with approved images


(and recommend you 

do that too!)


We've also appointed 

"image keepers" to be 

on hand.

Pexel

Free stock photo 

and video website 

and app

Iwaria

a free source of 

images dedicated 

to Africa

Burst

Free stock photo 

platform

Reshot

A library of free 

SVG Icons with 

instant download

Truestock

a free source of 

images dedicated 

to New Zealand

Unsplash

A website with free 

stock photography

Videezy

A free collection of 

stock footage and 

motion graphics

Pexel

A stock photo and 

video website and 

app

Mixkit

A collections of 

stock video 

footage

unDraw

UnDraw

A searchable 

library of Open-

source illustrations

Black illustrations

A searchable 

library of people of 

colour.

Noun Project

Collection built by 

a community of 

diverse designers

Here's the best libraries with a specific cultural context


Canva

Images of strong, 

diverse, natural 

women

Vice

Photo library 

featuring trans and 

non-binary models

Nappy

Beautiful, high-res 

photos of black 

and brown people

Affect the verb

Photos and 

illustrations of 

disabled BIPOC

Chose the desired content type

Loved this flow? Share it with the 

world - more people deserve to know 

about these resources, and opt for 

more diverse content, daily!

Loved the images?


